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Fulcra Focused Yield Fund – Q3 2012 commentary 

 

Liquidity provided by central banks globally has suppressed investors’ concern over global growth.  This 

aggressive central bank action to combat deflation, the result of the US real estate bubble, could lead to the 

creation of another asset bubble.  As the market becomes starved of safe assets, credit markets have been a 

major beneficiary of the demand for yield.  Evidence of this can be seen in the chart below as inflows into high 

yield funds have far surpassed any previous years. 

 

Furthermore, a recent Barron’s article1 highlighted the substantial premiums (30 to 70%) many closed end funds 

are trading above their net asset values.  Clear evidence, in our opinion, of a market that is more concerned 

about the incremental yield of corporate bonds versus government bonds than the preservation of capital.  We 

much prefer pursuing the latter course given the capped return nature of plain vanilla corporate bonds - they 

don’t benefit from any incremental earnings generation from the issuing company.  We are happy accepting that 

limitation … but at a price.  And today, yields on high yield bonds are at their all-time lows.   

These low yields have driven companies to issue copious quantities of debt to either refinance existing debt or if 

there is none to refinance … just because they can.  To the end of the 3rd quarter this year, high yield companies 

have issued USD $74 billion of bonds for the defined use of “general corporate purposes”.  This is the largest 

amount of dollars ever raised for the use of general corporate purposes and there is still one quarter to go this 

year.   

 

                                                        
1
 http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424053111904757804578032721106626626.html?mod=BOL_qtoverview_barlatest# 

http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424053111904757804578032721106626626.html?mod=BOL_qtoverview_barlatest
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This has us wondering what might happen when interest rates rise.  While bonds with little yield premium 

(spread) to government bonds will feel the pain of their interest rate sensitivity, companies that have added 

debt to their balance sheet without using the proceeds for any productive benefit are creating their own “fiscal 

cliff” like scenario.  Will companies possess the requisite pricing power to offset the eventual increase in funding 

costs?  If they don’t, this could lead to an increase in the default rate and a corresponding increase in risk 

premiums (i.e. drop in bond prices).  

One way to minimize these macro risks, an increase in both interest rates and the default rate, as unapparent as 

they are today, is to invest in securities that possess floating rate coupons and sit at the top of a company's 

balance sheet.  Loans are such an investment.  They are often referred to as “senior and secured” and typically 

have the highest priority claims in a company’s capital structure and are secured by specific collateral.  This 

market does not exist in Canada, except in special situations, but in the US it is a $ 1.4 trillion dollar market and 

even bigger than the $ 1.1 trillion dollar US high yield bond market.  Given the expensiveness of most corporate 

bonds today we have been recently picking up some specific loans.  The fund currently has 11 percent invested 

in loans and we expect this to increase in the coming quarters.   
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